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The EVS Juried Paper Program – An Esteemed Tradition

- A rigorous peer-reviewed paper process is a key pillar of the EVS series

- Topics cover research, market and government activities across all fields related to hybrid, battery, and fuel cell technologies, associated infrastructure and services.

- Produces high value work from experts from around the world, critically important to the advancement of electric mobility worldwide.
EVS33 – Juried Paper Status

The EVS33 papers process was completed before unavoidable cancellation, due to COVID-19

- Over 400 submissions, reviewed by 90 experts
- EDTA had expected 371 final papers to be presented at EVS33.

Making This Important Work Available

Despite event cancellation, EVS33 authors have options to share their final work with the world:

- Allow EDTA to post their final EVS33 papers online in 2020, or
- Transfer the abstract and present findings at EVS34 in 2021, or
- Withdraw from EVS33 process and publish elsewhere.

Where to Find EVS33 Conference Papers

- EDTA will curate papers within a Zenodo Community specifically created for EVS33
- This collection will also be made public on the EVS33 website on October 1, 2020
- Select papers from EVS33 will be published in the World Electric Vehicle Journal (ISSN 2032-6653).
### Accepted Abstracts by Region
- North America = 209
- Europe: 109
- Asia Pacific: 68

### EVS33 Paper Topics
- Vehicles & Transportation Systems
- Electric Drive
- Electric Drive Component Technologies
- Charging/Fueling Infrastructure
- Grid, Power Supply and Vehicle Connectivity
- Market Development
- Policy
- Environment, Energy, and Social Assessments
WEVA Presidency

- It is the WEVA tradition to rotate leadership among our members.
- As WEVA turns toward EVS34, to be organized and hosted by EVAAP in 2021, EDTA now officially passes the presidency of WEVA into the able hands of Professor CC Chan, the president of EVAAP.